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A R T  C O L L E C T I O N  M A N A G E M E N T  

 

Services to protect fine art and other collectibles 
In addition to robust insurance coverage, the in-house art collection management specialists at AIG 
Private Client Group* offer a comprehensive array of services designed to help you preserve the 
value of your collection, including:

Coverage reviews 
Maintaining adequate coverage is vital. We can assess how your existing coverage compares to current market value. We 
provide ballpark overviews by category as well as supporting sale examples. Following a schedule review, we can organize 
valuation solutions using professional appraisers. 

Vulnerability assessments 
To help prevent unnecessary losses, our site assessments identify potential “threats” including transit, storage and home 
exposures (fire, theft, water damage). We also advise on curatorial management (traffic patterns, climate, installation 
methods), documentation and tracking, insurance appraisals and catastrophe planning. Following our visit, we prepare a 
report highlighting all exposures and include specific recommendations to reduce the likelihood of incidents that could damage 
the collection. 

Emergency planning 
Customized, pre-event mitigation plans can significantly reduce the severity of losses due to house fires, brush fires, hurricanes, 
earthquakes or other catastrophic events. We address a variety of topics, such as forming an emergency response team, 
minimizing post-event damage, compiling a priority removal list, and acquiring proper handling materials and instructions. 

Referral services 
To ensure the highest level of service, we maintain a panel of carefully vetted appraisers, conservators, art-handlers, storage 
facilities, shipping specialists and inventory companies who are leaders in their fields. We can oversee the entire conservation, 
transportation, appraisal or inventory creation process. 

Superior claims service 
How many claims adjusters can distinguish a Cy Twombly abstract from a Wassily Kandinsky expressionist painting? All of 
them—when they’re part of AIG Private Client Group. Our collection specialists work closely with our claims staff to provide 
conservator referrals, locate appraisers, review treatment proposals, and oversee packing and shipping arrangements. If an 
item is lost or stolen, we make every effort to recover it. 

 

For more information, please contact your independent insurance advisor or email us at: 
artcollections.pcg@aig.com. 
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